Frequently Asked Questions for Probate Auctions

Do I need to pre-register prior to auction day?
Register is required on Auction Day at the property (or as noted in the brochure). Arrive at the property 30 to 60 minutes before the auction begins and sign in with the Auctioneer and receive your bidder card. Don’t forget to bring your deposit in the form of 1) a cashier’s check for $5,000 made payable to Kennedy Wilson and 2) a blank personal check for the balance of the 10% deposit.

How do I bid at a Probate Auction?
If you would like to bid at a probate auction, you must do your due diligence by attending the open house usually scheduled a week before the auction. At the open house, you can speak to Kennedy Wilson representatives who will answer all of your questions regarding the property. You can also conduct your inspections on this day. Once you know you would like to bid, all you need to do is show up on Auction Day with a cashier’s check for $5,000 made payable to Kennedy Wilson and a blank personal check. The auctioneer will register you and provide you a bidder card. It’s a live auction, usually conducted on-site at the specific property. The auction will take approximately 5 minutes!

What happens on auction day?
The process is exciting, fun, and simple. After you show your deposit you will become a registered bidder and receive a bidder card. When you wish to bid, simply hold up your bidder number, as this allows the auctioneer to know that you are bidding.

Does the high bidder on Auction Day get the property?
The Probate sales are subject to the Court Confirmation. Higher bids may be accepted by the court if they are made in court and they are in an amount equal to or higher than the first minimum overbid which is 5% + $500 of the Auction Day bid.

What do I need to bring on Auction Day?
Each bidder must have in their possession a $5,000 cashier’s check payable to Kennedy Wilson plus a blank personal check; these will make up the sum of the 10% deposit which is required for all high bidders.

What if i’m not the high bidder, what do i do with my checks?
If you are not the High Bidder, simply take your Cashier’s Check back to the bank and have it re-deposited into your account.

Where can I find the showing instructions?
The showing instructions are located in the brochure and on our website. They are usually a week before the auction and an hour before the auction. In some cases properties are occupied and can only be shown by appointment prior to the Auction.

Must I be present to bid?
Yes. However, if you are not available, you may appoint someone to act on your behalf with a notarized, specific power of attorney.

How many properties can I bid on?
You can bid on as many properties as you would like, all that is required is that you present your $5,000 cashier’s check and blank personal check to the auctioneer prior to bidding.
Do you cooperate with outside real estate agents on the Probate Sales?

Yes, A Real Estate Agent or Broker who (a) registers a client with the Auctioneer the day of the sale (b) attends the Auction with his/her client and (c) signs the “Broker Cooperation Agreement” immediately after the Auction will receive 50% of the total commission awarded by the Court to the Seller’s broker (the total is normally 4% of the purchase price). THERE WILL BE NO EXCEPTIONS TO ANY OF THE ABOVE PROCEDURES. In the event his/ her client becomes the successful bidder, the commission will be paid at the close of escrow. A real estate licensee who buys as a principal will not be entitled to share in the commission if he or she is buying as a principal or intends to share the commission with the principal.

Will I receive clear title to the property?

Yes, title insurance will be provided. The seller will be providing clear title. Title will be free of all prior monetary liens and encumbrances (unless otherwise specified). Any monetary liens will be paid off through escrow from the sales proceeds.

Can the buyer obtain a loan?

The buyer may obtain a loan, however there are no financing contingencies. Make sure that your loan is secure before bidding. Bidder’s deposit will be applied to the purchase price. Balance of the purchase price to be “All cash”.

How will the escrow fees be paid?

The escrow fees will be shared one half by seller, one half by buyer, each to pay own fees.

Do the properties have starting bids?

This varies by property. Usually, they do not have a starting bid unless otherwise stated in the brochure.

Can I have a home inspection company or termite company inspect the home prior to the auction?

Yes, we would prefer if you could schedule the inspection during the open house period. However, if this is not possible, we can set up an appointment with your inspector.

Are the properties open for inspection?

Yes. Please refer to the brochure for the specific open house schedule. However, for reasons beyond the seller’s and Kennedy Wilson’s control, the properties may not be available for inspection even if an open house has been scheduled.

Can I buy the property prior to the auction?

No, we will not accept any offers prior to the Auction.

Do I need to have any forms or papers with me if I buy the property?

No, Kennedy Wilson will have all the necessary documents. The only information you will need to complete the documents are the following: vesting (how you are going to hold title), your address and phone number. Bring your driver’s license, cashier’s check and personal check.
Is the 10% deposit refundable if I decide to change my mind?

If you are the high bidder, your 10% deposit will not be refundable because these properties are sold as-is with no financing contingencies. If escrow does not close within the 60 days, or within an extension of time granted by the seller, Probate Code of California Section 10350 requires the seller to ask the probate court to vacate the sale. If the court orders the sale vacated, the law requires the deposit to be held by the seller until the property has been sold again and escrow has closed. If the total amount of the final sales price, plus the amount of expenses and fees allowed by the court for vacating the first sale, is less than sales price of the vacated sale, the difference is paid from the deposit. If the difference is greater than the deposit, a lawsuit to collect the amount is usually filed. The relevant portion of Probate Code Section 10350 says: “If after the confirmation, the purchaser neglects or refuses to comply with the terms of the sale, the court may vacate the order of confirmation and order a resale of the property. If the amount realized on such resale does not cover the bid and the expenses of the previous sale, the defaulting purchaser at such previous sale is liable to the estate for the deficiency.”

How can I obtain a brochure?

You may obtain an auction brochure by calling 310.887.6225 or by downloading the brochure from BIDKW.COM